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Abstract
Wirhin a global rietworked environment, security aspects
hove become more and more imporforit and acces.r contml
at network borders is considered essential. For this purposefirewall sysfems are used which provide a nflell-established security mechanism f o restricf fhe exchanged fra@c
to a cerfain srrbset of users and applicafions. In order to
cope wifh fhe increasing dernand for new applications, a
firewall musf bepexible and extensible f o supporf such new
applicafions and their protocols. RSVP is a dynamic signalling protocol, nahich has been invenfed to negotiafe
resource requirements behveen end systerns and a podetbased communication network In fhis Paper; we invesfiSole the interoperation of RSVP wifh a firewall Ostern in
order fo supporf nen, applicafions in a generic w a y We
show how fhe resulting sysfemjiexibility allows for a variety of ernploymenf scenarios and incremerltal deploymer~f
of such a fechnology. We back up our claims by describing
a profatype fhaf we have implemented.

1. Introduction
A firewall examines aI1 network trafhc between the connected networks. Only data that is explicitly allowed 10, as
specified by a security policy, is able to pass through [I]. In
addition to the inspection of data flows. some hrewalls also
hide the internal network stmcture of an organization.
From the Internet. the only visible and therefore attackable
network System is the firewall. This is achieved by the use
of Network Address Translation (NAT) [2] mechanisms.
The appropriate treatment of the data that is demanded by
the security policy, depend on the application andlor the
protocols that are used. Therefore, the firewall has to be
instmcted on how the data has to be treated for each application. Two general problem domains have to be solved for
each application. according to the basic functionality of a
firewall:
Opening and cIosing paths through the firewall based on
security checks.
Appropriate implementation of the NAT furictionality.
The tasks of a firewall are well defined. but there are
many possible firewall archirectures to rulfil them. Firewails may consisr of packet filters, "stateful filters", proxies

or a combination of all these components. In addition. the
applications itself may interact explicitly with a firewall to
support the hrewall to fulfil their tasks.
RSVP, initially designed and described in [3], has been
specified by the IETF 141 to carry reservation requests for
packet-based, stateless network protocols such as IP (internet Protocol). In the RSVP model, senders inform RSVPcapable routers and receivers about the possibility for reservation-based communication by advertising their services via PATH messages. PATH messages carry the
sender's traffic specihcation (TSpec) and follow exactly the
same path towards receivers as data packets. Receivers initiate reservations by replying with RESV messages. They
contain a TSpec and a reservation specification (RSpec)
and establish the reservation.

2. Motivation and Outline
An explicit interaclion between applications and hrewalls is necessary, when a generd method to add support
for new applications within a hrewall needs tobe available.
Especially for the integration of complex and dynamic
applications, like multimedia applications. such a general
method is desired. To build the interaction between the
application and the firewall notmally a "firewall framework" is used. In this Paper, we show that the existing
RSVP architecture can be used to build such a firewall
framework. The resulting firewail framework has not to be
defined and implemented from scratch, but instead a lot of
already existing work can be reused. To explain this fact in
detail. we give a genei-al model of a firewall framework.
This allows us to show which parts of a firewall framework
are aiready covered by RSVP and which parts have to be
added or modihed. As we show, modifications of RSVP are
not necessary for basic scenarios. RSVP can be "used" as
firewall framework.
The next section gives a dehnition of a hrewall framework. In Section 4, we show how RSVP is used to build
such a firewall framework. Afterwards, we discuss the necessary boundary condition. the security of RSVP itself. In
Section 6, we clarify the functionality of our approach by
describing the overall signalling piocess on rhe bösis of an
example applkation. Secrjon 7 gj1,e.s an oveisieiv of related

work and links our new approach to previous work. We
close the paper with a summaty of the presented work.

with the application or its protocols. Figure 1 shows the
logical parts that can be grouped to build different levels of
interaction between application and firewall.

3. Firewall Architectures
Before we define how RSVP can be used as generic firewall framework, we clarify the difference between a firewall using a framework and a firewall that does not. Then
we identify which parts are necessary within such a firewall
framework in general.

3.1 Definition of a Basic Firewall
A firewall has to support a set of basic tasks, to properly
handle application communication. These basic tasks can
be classified in the following rnanner:
T 1. Opening and closing paths through the firewall based
on (security) checks.
T 1.1 The firewall checks which hosts are involved
in the communication (e.g. by determining source
and destination 1P-addresses).
T 1.2 The firewall has to deiermine the service used
(e.g. by analyzing the UDP or TCP ports).
T 1.3 The firewall has to know about the communication dependencies and has to adjust its configuration dynamically (e.g. relationship of several flows
that form one session).
T 1.4 The firewall determines the Users that are
involved in the communication (e.g. by authentification of a User within a proxy).
T 2. lmplementation of the NAT functionality
T 2.1 NAT is implemented hy modifying the 1PAddresses in layer 3 and for TCP and UDP, the ports
in layer 4.
T 2.2 For some applications, modifications of the
higher layers are necessary. (e.g if 1P-addresses are
negotiated and submitted in high layers during communication).
In the next sections, we use the term busic firewnll to
refer to a firewall or firewall system which is capable to
execute the tasks listed above. Not all of these tasks are
performed by all types of firewall components (filters.
stateful filters, proxies). For example a packet filter does
not support the Task 1.4 and NAT. Standard firewalls however are able to execute all of the mentioned tasks. Some of
these firewalls rnight provide additional tasks (e.g. virus
checking) but these are not included in our definition of a
bnsic firen,nll. Every firewall, using a framework or not,
should support the tasks of a bnsicfirewall.

3.2 Grouping of Logical Parts
For some of the described tasks of a bnsicfirewnll a firewall needs some information, that is normally not available
ro network nodes. Thereforc. the fii-ewall has to interact
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Figure 1 - logical parts of a firewall
The part Applicarion Control is responsible to extracr the
information (e.g. owner of the dala) from the applications
communication that is necessary for the firewall. This
information are then passed to the Firei.,nll Control. The
Firewall Control is responsible to handover this information to the security device (e.g. a packet filter device). The
appearance of this information depend on the used security
device type (e.g. comrnands to configure a specific packet
filter device).
Combination @ in Figure I shows a "state of the art"
firewall, where the application does not interact directly
with the firewall to help the firewall performing its tasks. In
this case, all logical parts are located on the firewall itself.
The Applicntion Confrol is designed as protocol parser
within the firewall. The information extracted by the Application Coritml is then passed via function call to the Firewall Conrroi which is also located on the firewall. The
Firewall Conrml then executes the appropriate firewall
configuration commands.
When a firewall framework @ is used, the Applicnrion
Conrml is part of the application. The necessary information is passed hy the application to the Applicnlion Coi~frol,
so that a parser is not necessaty. Then the information is
passed to the Firewnll Control which is located on the firewall. Since the application is running on a different
machine than the firewall, a mechanism to transport the
information over the network is needed. The Firewall ConIr01 then executes the appropriate firewall configuration
commands.
It is also possihle to group the logical parts in other ways.
Combination @ in Figure 1 shows an intermediate proxy
between the application and the firewall.
The main difference hetween combination O and @ is
given by the generality of the approaches. In the first
approach, the firewall needs to interoperate with a parser.
This parser rnust have knowledge of the internal structure
of the application protocols, and therefore a parser for each
application is necessary. The first approach could be considered to he more secure, due to the granularity of the possible checks in the specialized parser and the missing
inieraclion with other network components. In the second
approach, the firewall suppon has to he integrated in the
application, but the firewall has not to he modified for
every new application. There is a tiade o t i between security

and generality, which has to be considered.
A firewall framework consists of the following two main
pans:
The transportation of the necessary information between
applications and the firewall. We refer to this part of a
framework as the signalling-parr.
The definition. how these informations are created in the
applications (Applicarioft Conrrol) and how these informations are used in the firewall (Firewall Conirol). We
refer to this part of the framework as policy-parr.
Both parts have to interact in a way that the resulting
framework can handle the tasks of a basic firewoll. The
design of each patt has an impact on the design of the other
Part.

3.3 Security Concerns
If a firewall framework is used to replace specialized
firewall components, like an application level gateway,
there is some functionality that could not be covered. An
application level gateway or proxy compromises specialized parsers for the supported applications. These parsers
are capable to perform security checks on the application
layer. For example an FTP application level gateway can
filter certain ftp commands like GET or PUT, an HTTP
application level gateway can remove ActiveX or java
applications from the transferred documents. There is a
trade-off between "extended security features" and "general application support".

4. An RSVP Based Firewall Framework
Firewalls can use RSVP in two different ways. First, a
firewall is also a router and therefore could use RSVP in
the same way as normal QoS aware routers. In case that the
flow's packets are not simply forwarded but checked by
some application code on the firewall, the resources to be
r e s e ~ e dare not oniy network resources but local components as well. Hence, mechanisms such as CPU scheduling
arid memory management must be considered [ 5 ] . This
usage of RSVP is related to classical QoS which also considers the specific behavior of a security component. The
details of network and local resource management are out
of the scope of this paper. The second method, how a firewall can use RSVP, is to use it as signalling protocol for
security QoS requests. A desired security level can be part
of a QoS specification [5] as well. This method of using
RSVP is discussed within this paper.

4.1 Definition
To avoid the need of implementing and installing a new
Parser everytime a new protocol has to cooperate with the
hrewall. we propose the "Firewall RSVP Framework. We
suggesr to use KSVP to rrarispon the necessary information

between applications and the firewall. RSVP is used in this
framework to implemenl the signalling part and the policy
Part.
The application has to announce every upcoming stream
by sending a standard RSVP PATH message which represents the Application Conrrol in the po1ic);-parr. The message conbins a description of the upcoming flow, e.g.
protocol, source, destination. These information are used
by the firewall to implement the appropriate mechanisms,
representing the Firewall Coftrml within the policy-parr.
Because these steps are performed for each flow, the firewall does not have to analyze flow dependencies or flow
characteristics of an application session to support the tasks
1.1 to 1.3. Thereby, the sigftalling-parr uses the standard
RSVP signalling mechanisms, as they are also used for
QoS purpose. We define this operation mode as the passive
mode where existing information in the RSVP messages is
interpreted for security purpuses within the firewall. To be
able to fulfil also the necessary Task 1.4, the signalling part
has to use an ocrive mode. Within the RSVP PATH message an additional object has to be inserted by the application. which contains information about the flow's owner.
This can be achieved by using the already defined
POLICY-DATA-object.
To match the NAT requirements specified in task 2. (Section 3.1). the acrive mode might be used as well, but this is
not discussed within this papeii
As we have shown, two "operation modes" have to be
distinguished. Both modes can be used within a RSVP firewall framework. When the passive mode is used. the standard RSVP signalling can be employed 10 control a firewall
supporting Tasks 1.1 to 1.3. To control a firewall which
supports all tasks of a basic,firewoll. the ocrive mode has to
be used. To use the acrive mode, the RSVP signalling has to
be enhanced whieh is well feasible due to the modular
design of RSVP.
This paper investigates both operation modes. We show
how these two operation modes caii be used to build a
generic framework for the integration of new applications
within firewalls. Thereby, we primarily focus on the firewall problem domain "Opening and closing paths". The
problem domain "NAT functionality" is considered but not
be discussed in debil in this paper.

4.2 Preconditions
If RSVP is used as a firewall framework, some preconditions have to be considered.
At least two of the involved nodes (one commuriication
endpoint and the firewall) have to support the RSVP protocol. Compared to other frameworks, as described above.
this results in the same implementation effort, but also
additional features are available. If external entities (applicatioris, devices ....) can influence the configuration of the

firewall, a policv overlay is necessary. This means that an
adrninistrator of the firewall should be able to narrow the
possible configuration changes that are signalled. For
example, an administrator wants to be sure that negotiated
flows are only enabled when they use not well-known
Ports. This ensures that even in a worst case scenario a
basic firewall policy remains active. If RSVP is transporting security related infomation, which is tme when the
tirewall wnfiguration is based on the RSVP message content, it has V, ensure that the protocol itself is secure.
Because this is ihe most important precondition. we discuss
this issue in detail in Section 5.
Whrn these preconditions are fulfilled. the following
mechanisms have to be implemented to enable RSVP for
the targeted purpose.

4.3 Details
Figure 2 describes a simple scenario where an intranet is
protected by a firewall which uses the RSVP framework.
We refer to this Scenario to describe the details of the
framework.
Firewall Internet
lntranet

Figure 2 - RSVP session establishment
If Host A intends to initiate a flow to Host B it announces
this upcoming flow by sending a PATH message to HOST
B (O).The firewall, which is capable to take part in the
RSVP signalling, processes and forwards the RSVP information to host B. Host B replies with a RESV message
((3).
This message is also processed by the firewall and forwarded to host A.

-

4.3.1 Policy Part Applicalion Control. The
applications have to announce all flows that are used by RSVP.
Thei-efore each application has to use the standard RSVP
mechanisms. If the firewall also requires user auihentification for the iiows. the RSVP implementation also has to
support the POLICY-DATA-object as described in [6].
Applications have to implement a standard RSVP signalling interface to provide the Appliration Control.

-

4.3.2 Policy Part Firewall Control. To implement this
pan of the framework. the firewall has to take pan in RSVP
signalling. This could be achieved by adding a standard
RSVP daemon to the firewall. The used RSVP daemon has
to be slightly modified to be able to support the following
capabilities:
If host A initiates the communication (as described
above), the firewall uses the information in the PATH message to implement a filter rule for the upcoming flow. If

host B initiates the communication, host B sends the PATH
message and host A responds with the RESV message. In
this case the information within the RESV message is used
by the firewall to implement the appropriate filter mle. As
described in Section 5. security mechanisms can be used to
authenticate the generator of RSVP messages. Because of
the hop by hop characteristic of RSVP, also the security
mechanisms are hop based. Therefore the firrwall can only
tmst RSVP messages that are passed by the host directly
without passing an RSVP hop and are passed from a hop
that is tmsted by the firewall. These conditions can only be
satisfied by signed messages, containing firewall signalling
infomation, from intemal and therefore trusted hosts.
Consequently either the PATH or the RESV message are
used to update the firewall configuration, depending on
who is the intemal sender. A ConnecrionCache is necess a g in the firewall, to control if the intemal host has confirmed the communication request. The ConnrcrionCache
is a table which holds entries for each connection. It stores
source and destination addresses and pons as well as the
used protocol, the direction (intemal or extemal) and the
Status of the connection. The RSVP implementation within
the firewall has to distinguish intemal and extemal generated messages
An RSVP message (PATH and RESV). generared by the
application to announce an upcoming flow, usually has the
amearance shown in Fieure 3.

..

POLICY

0mmandatory
0optional

Figure 3 - RSVP message
The protocol number, the destination pori and destination address are included in the SESSION object. The
source pon and source address are included in the
SENDERTEMPLATE object. Information about the User
thai is responsible for the flow is included in the
POLlCY-DATA object. The usage of the POLICY-DATA
object is currently not available in mosi RSVP implementations, but it is defined within the RSVP standards. The necessary information is extracted from the RSVP message
and processed by the firewall in the following manner:
The information about the upcoming flow are extracted
from the RSVP message.
The informations are compared with the firewall security
policy. The firewall checks. if the desired communication endpoints are valid and the user is authorized for
communication. (Task 1.I. 1.2.1.4 of the basic firewall.
Task 1.3 is not performed by the firewall, this task is
now performed by the application).
The firewall checks whether the negotiated communication Parameters match with the policy overlay.
The firewall creates ihe filter mies using the information

.
-

from the RSVP packets. Depending on the used firewall
type, several rules might be necessary to enable one
flow.
Rules that are not needed anymore have to be removed
properly. RSVP provides a soft state characteristic. The
applications have to take care of the implemented QoS reservations. They have to refresh their reservations periodically by sending appropriate messages. If the refresh
messages are not sent, the implemented reservations in the
network nodes are removed. This feature is also used
within the firewall to remove rules that are not needed anymore. Alternatively applications might send a TEAR message to remove the implemented QoS parameters explicitly.
In this case, the TEAR message is used by ihe firewall to
remove the rules.

4.3.3 Signalling Part. The signalling pan is implemented
by using an RSVP implementation (in the application and
on the tirewall) that supports basic security as defined in
Section 5. The signalling part uses the Standard RSVP signalling mechanisms.

INTEGRITY object is used, RSVP can be considered
secure and capable to cany information to configure a firewall. A more detailed analysis of the security mechanisms
in RSVP regarding firswall conrrol can be found in [ I I]

6. Communication Example
To make the previous described concept more vivid. a
real-world examples is explained in this section. In the chosen example, RealAudio reflects a currenlly often used
application.
Rcrsivcr
RSVPI,F,EW~II
s..dCrThe sienalline between
a client. the firewall and
a server for a RealAudio communication is
shown in Figure 4 and
descrihdd below. The
communication Starts
nection from the client
(554) on the server.
This connection is used
io negotiate dynamic

4.4 L i m i t a t i o n s and Open Questions
The additional signalling between applications and the
firewall brings up performance questions. It is shown in [7]
that the RSVP signalling is performani enough to be used
even for large number of concurrent Sessions.
This paper does not Cover the problem domain "NAT
functionality", which has to be considered. For NAT functions, additional RSVP objects have to be designed to signal appropriate information between applicotion and
firewall. There are also other fields which have to be investigated, e.g. multicast, real-time operation, extensibility.

5. Security Mechanisms in RSVP
Security can be divided into three major issues that can
be distinguished and for all of them solutions within RSVP
exist.
Authentication: In [8] an identity representation for
RSVP is introduced. This information is placed in the
POLICY-DATA object.
Integrity: In [91 the optional INTEGRITY object is
defined. which carries information to ensure the integrity
of the RSVP message.
Confidentiality: IPsec [I01 can be used in conjunction
with RSVP to provide confidentiality.
Authentication and lntegrity must be provided to be able
to perform the basicfirewall Tasks (Section 3.1). Confidentiality is not necessary, because an intruder can either look
at the RSVP message content or the subsequent communication. Communication relations can be determined by an
intruder anyway. If the POLICY-DATA object and the

for the upcoming media
data transmission using
Figure 4 - RealAudio signalling
RTCPIRTP [I31 over
UDP. With our Suggestion to use RSVP for signalling, the
following situation arise:
The receiver establishes a RTSP connection via TCP to
the server through the firewall, using a predefined nile.
After negotiating the parameters for the media streams,
the sender initiates the data transmission. For this purpose the sender sends two PATH messages.
The infomiations in the PATH messages are inserted in
the ConnectionCache (untrusted exiernal sender).
The receiver replies with [wo RESV messages.
The firewall receives and extracts sender and receiver
port and address and the underlying protocol from the
message. If the POLICY-DATA object is present, the
User can be identified as well.
The integrity of the message is checked as weli as the
authenticaiion. If the verification succeeds, a new nile is
created and the parameters for the connection are
updated in the ConnectionCache.
The arriving UDP streams match now the criteria in the
nilesets from the firewall.
After closing the RealAudio session. the specific firewall
niles time out or are removed (TEAR message).
The use of RSVP allows to get all necessary information
for the creation, installation and deletion of temporary firewalI rules.

.
..
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7. Related Work

9. References

There are some frameworks available, that can be used to
handle applications within a firewall in a gcneric way.
These frameworks are based o n a signalling between the
applications and the firewall. Some of these frameworks
nre currcntly iiivestigated and proposed in the standardization organizations [I61 1171 1181. An other well known
method, SOCKS is described in [15]. Most of these frameworks try to cover both firewall problem domains ("Opening and closing paths" and "NAT functionality"). which
makes sense because these prohlem domains mostly show
u p together and are related to the same physical device.
Our approach is also based o n a signalling between the
communication endpoints (applieations) and the firewall.
The differences between our approach and the described
existing solutions are the following. An existing protocol is
used. naiiicly RSVP. In the passive mode. information that
is already available is used. N o additional effon at the client side is necessary to solve the firewall problem domain
"Opening and closing paths". O u r approach is more general, because it is not application specific and can deal with
"modern" applications Our approach is more integrating,
because two related problems can be solved (QoS and
QoP) using one framework.
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8. Conclusion
We have sliowii that R S V P can be used as generic firewall framework. Compared to other existing frameworks
this approach is based on already established and used
methods. B y combining both approaches, R S V P signalling
and explicit firewall control, both benefit. Firewalls will
benefit if they are able to provide a generic interface, that is
well known and is already accepted by application developers. RSVP benefits by providing a n additional feature and
becoming thereby a more integrating signalling approach.
Secuiity can be seen as a Q o S Parameter and it is sound to
use the same protocol to signal all QoS Parameters. We
have shown (hat R S V P already provides a lot of mechanisms that are also necessary to build a firewall framework.
Few extensions to RSVP are necessary to also cover the
task "firewall control".
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